
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of conference. To join our growing
team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for conference

Adhere to the correct Finance processes and understand the impact
Provide detailed advice and guidance on planning and delivering a large scale
conference to internal and external customers, using judgement and
creativity to suggest the most appropriate course of action where
appropriate
Establish working relationships with key contacts to help improve service
levels, developing appropriate communication links with the College,
University’s Schools/Directorates and outside bodies as required
Provide an effective event management service including the planning,
booking of venues, hotels, catering and equipment
Under the guidance of the Team Manager, to monitor events budgets,
ensuring best value is achieved and reporting on budgets as required
Take responsibility for the design and content of event communications
Be responsible for the promotion of events using the full range of media
available web, email, posters and in “real-time” via social media and verbal
updates
Collaborate with others, including in the College and Professional Services
departments, in order to make recommendations for developments of
established processes and procedures
Maintain the School’s conference and event’s database, ensuring accurate
record keeping and reporting data as required
Manage events ticketing, including online purchase sites as needed

Qualifications for conference

Example of Conference Job Description
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Undertake a variety of administrative duties to support the team, including as
necessary acting as Secretary to School meetings
Instruct and guide other employees across the University on events
management
Act as a representative for the School at meetings, networks and events
Undergo personal and professional development that is appropriate to the
role and which will enhance performance
To answer and reply to guest and customer demands, by phone, email and
websites
To be proactive in increasing customers’ loyalty


